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Thrdell~on nre ndEinew~fo apiatite so knwegebase progammig,

:ardll ree an Brin P Mcunewe are investigating crne automatic generation of
1ytm ctrl rc the harmonio-set formation -ortion of the S:APP a Alto, California system I.Brazovich et al.-791. In addition, we are

(415) 494..1165 working on basic issues so that si2ilarly
deelpe systems can be applied i te

Feoruary 1M5 importan. military Mission areas, XUC1 as radar
ship classification.

Contract N000i 4-79-C-0127 :n the u.ndersea surveillance application area the
signal ijderstanoing program is designed to
produce a description of the ocean scenario.
cnanging with timse, that indicates the pl.atforms
in .he ocean that are generating the signals zeing

1. Irtroductl-on erceived by the sensors of the undersea
ueilac ytm The ships and submnarirnes

basedapproch Doing neoted and tracked are in a noisy ocean
.This paper descrites the knowledge bsdapoc environment that may also contain other sh~ips )f

eopormaqasto.nhsj.,mdi ae no interest to the surveillance system.
upon an erlier wok4re TC~-b . 4vral
;iverse poontlai aoolications are mentioned, Suppose an analyst is attempting to analyze
including synth'.esizinig the harlonic-set formation signals being received by hydrophonas directed
aodule 0of an acoustic signal understanding system toward a group of suomarin~es and other platforms

'.<-.low! oge based ship classification, creating in a noisy environment. The analyst Must find ht
retrieval and analysis programs for snip location and type of each snip and associate eacn
cla53si:t'at3n nypothesis structures, and making frequency found with a likely source. This taskc
operliting systems and prcgramming languages more is known to oe Quit* difficult. It far exceeda

to'. aols.the capabilities of any straightforward ;araxsetric
?rogress in knowledge based systems is exemplified Itsifoti o pater r~egnit O syst e t

roramin sytmtataqieshg-ee at the limit of whatiacevoev nw.eoy a description of ?Sl. a knowled~e based based s1gnal understanoing systems COnsisting of
large rule bases and orograms that model theescipio~sof programs and sroduces efficient sour!:es (tlades, shafts, pumps, etc.), harm-oni:

implementations of them (Green-75]. Simple and ratio relations of sources, types Of sou"2es
symtolic computation orcgracil are specified on platforms, operational patterns, the ocean2
through dialogues that include natural language, environment, the noise sources, maximum speeas ofInput-output pairs, ard partial traces. The the platforms, whether the locations are shippin~g
prograxs produced are in L1S?. but experiments lanes, and so forth.
have snown that tne system can be extended to
procuce :oce in a -loo structured language such if tne platforms decide to change their sound,y f
as PAZC; L. they Could disguise themselves effectively oy

changing their source characteristics (e.i., byA knowledge based program synthesis syateawork3 Using tone altering synthesizers, running zlcse
as follows. uh usr w~ants a performanice rga together, using alternate pumps acc acoustic--
of some type, or ex.ample, a news story indexinge masking devices, running near sound reflecting
progr-am. The User must. be versed in the structures, and altering their oerating
IpPLioatiOn area, though need not b# an expert at patternis). The situation can be further

progrmmng. The user conducts a dialogue, U3n complicated by the introduction of new types ofnatural language as well as traces, examples, an micr~ophones or signal processing systems3. kitvery nigh-level languages to describe the desie these kinds of changes happening, the problem isprogram. From this specfif~ation the knowledge challenging Indeed. The ;ro blem is that thecaised vtmsnhszsa fiin signal understanding prcgram would have to c
-:plementation of the program. Since program preprcgrasamed to anticipate each Possible Znange ..

speci-ficat'-on and use is an evolutionary process, in data rates, harmonic structures, amplituce and .-
eacn zuccessive version of the candidate target frequency modulation etc Similarly, any
ocgrsn is tested cy the user. imodificati ns in apro using learning w;uld also have tc
Specification resul in successive versions of :he anticipate all of the types of onanges that cl
target program as new recuirements develop or be expected and have to be able to search the very,
previous requirements ere clarified, large space of poss3ibleuchasnges to find new

The prototype PSI system has beer designed and patterns. It is uite unlikely that it will te
Imxplemented. :t performs as described aoove. in Possible to antic pate all such changes.
aarticular,,programs have been generated from A sore reasonable approach might be to allow tnii alo i, gues for A vrariety of domains. Among signalunesadgsytmo rpgael:onglsh ar"0 re respn uer tanrytmtoo ergamc:t.es program to new pattern. The difficulty now 4.3

:LAS, a i~pl iater- lassficaionthe snort time allowed -aa tactical situatizon.'
program whicn reurs uhote The necessary reprogramming asi deiiugging is
programming knowledge necessary for more course a slow orocess. A solutlcn to the
complex programs;reoga in proolemi Je a prora

:d~k, a Inormtio sytheijs system to automatIcal , eprograci -r
NES n ncmainretrieval program; Io If eXisting programs and data structures to

* F?,a theory formation program which e. enereueets
_@ears kfrmsj 2n internal model of a A scenario for the response to now signal

,oncept oy repeatedly examining examples nratiscs igte in with the slgna-
ofthe concept; and understanding system failing to respond, crov-idnz

* Sotin proram, usng ff~centinformation inconsistent with other observations.
%Soring rogrm:, fficentor reducing certainty factors for identifiel

teonniques for specf~c sorting sources. We assume that the appropriate corton
requirements. Of the existing sifnal understanding Zyste"m was

itself outomatical.y syntnesized, and ;rat . he
A new System. CHI, is being 1eveloped atSystems associated explainer module could aescrite in 0
Cntrol fo.r some of the po. entlal applia t!ons Vnls h efrac ftesse chl
Oiacuase in the foliow ng j ctIons. pinvoint the .igqe of signal changes that ae

causing tne pr: lea
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The user requests, in English, probes into the 3. tntmllizenne Analvse -t fmr in
data to look for any patterns that Hfsasoter ze u '11 i . i Is -A
sources tnat seem to cause trouble. A user may
know from another observation the identity and A knowledge based programming System would aid an
location of a particular source. If so, the user intelligence analyst by creating retrieval and
could request a learning program to find patterns, analysis programs that probe Into the ship
expressed as rules that characterize that source, classification knowledge base and PypotnesisThe signal understanding system would then te structure for the current situation. Such
automatically reprogrammed to use the new rules structures are typically very large and complex,
and reanalyze the signals. This interactive and the operational environment is constantly %
process is repeated until a satisfactory changin. Thus, no general-purose snip
understanding of tne signals is achieved, classification system Dased upon prestored

knowledge will De capable of always presenting the
A more difficult situation occurs when the truth sorrect Interpretation or set of feasible
:, a situation zannot te establiahed bv means of interpretations. Therefore, a user such as a
any Controlled experiments, which is frequently tactical assessment officer snould be allowed to
the zase. Fcr example, in a noisy ocean Interact with the system to confirm its currefnt
environment one can never positively identify all hypotnesis and to explore adoitional possibilities
the platforms to determine wnat is really oased upon his own oast experience plus knowledge
prcucing the signals. Since one cannot ascertain of unique properties of the current situation.
truth, one can only judge that a given signal
analysis is satisfactory according to some set of Such exploration might include requests for a
criteria. Then the program Must still find new summary based upon retrieval of a totally novel
rules that prodUCe soMe Satisfactory model of the combination of data. For example, if many vessels
situation, according to criteria that an adequate aren't being identified ecause an important
model of the situation would satisfy. characteristic is missing or occluded, it might

indicate that such vessels have been modified. A
The difficulty is compounded, in that it will not series of queries to the system via the knowledge
in general De possible to anticipate what criteria cased programming frontend might reveal important
or meta-rules a satisfactory model must satisf y. correlations, e.g., that all such vessels are of a
For example, the analyst might suddenly notice particular type and all recently visited a
that the numoer of submarines as drast ically particular port for an extended' period.
increased. One might add a Constraint not
antici-ated oy the system designer that it isn't The user should also be allowed to hypothesize ,
cossible for submarines to replicate themselves. certain constraints, e.g., to attempt to fill in
4he cause for the increase in sound sources might Missing data. The system would then be rerun to
oe that some sound generator was altered and the provide an analysis of the new hypothetical
harmonics produced were taicen as separate sources. situation. If the system is to De a fully
:t would then 0e appropriate to relax the accessible assistant, the user should be able to
constraints on ;roupings of harmonics so that make a complicated examination of its chain of
previously disailowed harmonic structures would ce reasoning to verify system credibility and mace
acceptaole if they arise from the same locatice.. the system less opaque.

Another situation might be that the sounds drent The only way to allow such itoretions to occur,
reognizedt ecause tne submarines began mo'.ing at without narrowly restricting them a priori to R
speeds that were not anticipated. One might have small number of fixed formats, is to use a
tne system generate its test hypothesis that knowledge based programming system to construct
assumes that anything moving very quickly or -- ograms which represent the required action. A
erratically is not really a submaine, but instead numan rogrammer wo possesses the requirea
a deoy. one could also add constraints for a expert se would be too expensive to assign to each
hypothesis that best explains all possiole sound ship Classification system at sea, and would
sources or is least likely to 2iss es.ecially probably prove to be t3oo slow at the task anyway. . "
interesting ones.

The first major task for our new system (called
:H.7 in undersea surveillance is reprogramming the
armoni:-set formation module illustrated in"
Figure . The system we develop will input the
old signal classification module, plus new signal
class. f ication rules in a language natural for
expressino them. CHI will produce as output a
od ificatlon of the original signal classification
program which appropriately makes use of these new Another application area of interest is the
rules. The classification prog.am is, in this automatic generation of transportable operating
ase, prizarily a harmonic-set formation program systems and programing aystems (e.g. compilers).

that partitions the set of frequency signals into Tie target "langua e" might be a comination of
a narmonizally related group produced by one one or more of a high-Level Language program,
so2urce of one platform. The Classification machine language progrm microcode and very
progra, will use as primitive operations (1) large-scale integrated (ILSI) circuit zoard
exsting primitives of the target programming desi;n. The particular languages produced and
.a guage, (2) signal retrieval commands to a data their combination would ce tailored to ea ch
manage=ert system, and (3) subroutines in a simple specific computer configuration presented.

saI . JC3 'ibrar-/ The feasibility of many other applications may not

-,.re difficult task is the writing of a module be far off. The promise 1-±es in our apprCacL.
teat learns or hypothesizes new pattern namely, that of building a lare Knowledge based .
classification rules on its own. The input for system that emphasizes the codification of
this tasx is a list of constraints that all rules underlying programming principles combined with
must satisfy. The output is a program that application-spicific expertise. Some generality
modifies old rule sets based upon new signal has already been demonstrated by extending PSI -to
information about known situations. deal with ostensibly different Kinds of programs,

using essentially te same knowledge base.
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5. The PSI Progta i e{s Svetem The program model builder L[,cCune-771 applies
knowledge of correct program models to convert the 0

PSI is organized as a collection of Interacting fragment3 into a model. The model ouiloer
modules or programmed experts, IS displayed in processes tragments checking for completeness and
Figure 2. A simplified view of the data paths is correctness, fills in detail, corrects minor
shown in Figure 3. There is one input data path inoonsistencies, and adds cross-references. It
tor eacn specification method. Currently these also generalizes the program description,
are Engish, input-output examples, and partial converting it into a form that allows t ne coder to
traces. A more conventional method, that of a loca for good implementations. The completed
very high-level language is a planned addition to program odel ay be interpreted by the model
PSI, as shown in Figure J. These speciflcatlons interpreter to check that it performs as desired - -
are integrated into a sinle structure at the by the user and also to gather information needed
program net and program model levels. oy the efficiency expert, such as statistics on

set sizes and prooaofilit.eis of the outcome oftests.
.."o parts (se Figure 2): the -initi- -G=
tnose modules shown left ot the program =oce4J, After the acquisition phase is complete, the
whin acquires the model, and the tes s - e, synthesis phase begins. This phase may be viewed
wnicn procuces a program from the model. am a series of retinements ot the program model

into an efficient program, or as a neuristic
.n the acquisition phase, sentences are first search in a refinement tree for an efficient
parsed, then ipterpreted and stored as a ra program that satisfies the program model.
not Stru=cture LGinsparS-Tb. The parser .s a
eneral parser wnicn l mits search by The coder [Barstow-77] has a body of program
.ncorporating considerable knowledge of English synthesis rules LGreen & Barstow-75, 3reen &
usage. The interpreter is more specific to Barstow-??] which are applied to gradually - "
program synthesis, using program description transform the program model from aostract into
knowledge, as well as knowleoge about the question more detailed constructs until it is in the target
asKec and the current topic, to facilitate i and data structures are
Interpretation into the program net. ref nod interdependently. The coder deals

primarily woith tr.e notions Of set and
7he dialogue moderator guides the dialogue by correspondence operations and can synthesize
se-ect.in or suppressing questions for the user. programs involving sequences, loops. simple input
:t attempts to keep PSI and the user in agreement and output, jinxed 1ists, arrays, and nash tacaes.or the current topic, provides a review and
preview of topics wnen the topic changes, helps The refinement tree effectively forms a planning
-nZ user Who lts lOst and allows initiative to space that proposes only legal, but possibly
snift Oetween PSI and the user. inefficient, nrograms. This tree structure is "

gharedby thae coder and the efficiency expert
The explainer module generates reasonably clear Liant-771. when the coder proposes more than one
rnglish questions about and descriptions of the refinement or isplementation, the efficiency
proram net as it is acquired, in order to help expert reduces the searon oy estimating the
ver.fy that the inferred program description is tize-space cost product of each proposed
the one desired. It is so designed to explain refinement. The better path is followed, and -
the how and wny of the acquisition and synthesis there is no backup unless the estimate later
process tC the interested user. proves to be very bad. An additional method to

reduce the size of tat seared space is the
Another nout spec fitation method is a partial factorization of the program into relatively
trace LPhillips-77 . A trace includes as a independent parts so that all combinations of
special case an example input-output pair. implementations are not considered. An analysis
-Aamnles are useful for inferring cata structures for bottlenecks allows the synthesis effort to
-in .i1ple spatial transformations. Partial concentrate on the more critical parts of the
tra.es of states of internal and I/O variables program.
allow "he Inductive inference of control
structures. The trace and examale inference
expert Infers a loose description of a program in
tne for= of a program net, rather than a program 6.
model or other true algorithm. This tecnnique "ie than oo Drazovtich an'. olalr ?a-nt of thie
allow domain support to disamb guate possiole ie e
Inferences and also separates tne issue of SlAP zrtlett at 3C. for the Ideas thv z-ntrloited
efficient Implementation from the inference o the _o this pater.
sr', intention. This paer lescrites reselren *ein lone at

Various types o programming knowledge are Systems ^ontrol Inc. This ressear.n is s,.rtncrtel
distriuted througnout tne modules or the in mart by the Defense Advanced 4esearOh ?,- 'cts
acquisition pnase. :n contrast knowledge Agency under APA Nrder !7, whin is non6itore d
specific to one particular application domain the Office of aval Research uander C Task
(e.g., knowledge about learning programs) is "''-..-
concentrated in the iomain expert, which supplies The views and conclusions contained in thi, oa--r
domain support Ov communicating with other are vose o ne authors and aneuld n t )aner
acquisition modules through th program net. Internreted as necessarilv rsresen;tin .e.

The program net and ;rog-rm mOdel (see Figure 3) offIcial Zcliciss, either exressed or . :_.'. -f
ore two of.tne laJor Interfaces within PSI. Both c., AAPA, r or the US ]cv-rnent.
.re nigh-level ;rogr-am and data structure
description languages. :he program model includes
coMplete, consistent, and Intorpretaole very
nigh-level algorlthm and information structures.
The program net on the other hand, forms a looser
program description. Fragments Of the program net
can De visited in the order of occurrence in the
li#1o"0, rather than in execution order and e
allow-less detailed, local, and only partial
specification of the program. Since tese
ragments correspond rather closely to what the

user says they ease the burden of the
;arser/Inierpreter, as well as the trace and
example Inference module.
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